2017 Summer Technology Academy

When: July 10-14, 2017
Where: Oak Hill High School
Time: 8:00 – 3:00 (1 hour lunch)
Stipend: $150 each day

Expectations: Participants will be expected to follow each of the following guidelines. Any infractions will result in the participant being asked to forfeit their spot to someone on the wait list, will not be allowed to register the following year, and could lose a portion of their stipend.

- Participants will be expected to develop a project/lesson that will be presented at the end of each day and implemented in their classrooms during the upcoming school year.
- Participants will be expected to remain in the group to which they are assigned.
- Participants will follow all agendas and will report on time daily, as well as from breaks.

Sessions: Each day participants will be scheduled with a different presenter. A schedule will be developed to ensure each teacher will visit each session by the end of the week.

Transition of Teaching and the Classroom– Brandy Thomas
Podcasts in Education – Katie Hayes/Chad Quesenberry
Digital Assessment and Creation/Collaboration – Christina Carte
Cross Curricular PBL with Technology Integration – Ashlie Petitt
Digital Classroom – Kim Cortines